
THE ROAD TO EL BOLSON 

It’s quite extraordinary! Since meeting Tom and Sarah, the intrepid Australian cyclists, we 

have counted another half-dozen couples furiously peddling their burdened bicycles up and 

down Argentina, variously displaying stripped knuckles, a Gordon Brown-grimace and ochre-

coloured knees. Now it is raining most of them appear beyond the wipers as large plastic 

shopping bags billowing at the roadside. Just the other day two South Africans bounded up 

to our car to tell us they had walked for three days over the Andes to escape the rain in 

Chile, begging food from farmers to sustain themselves on the way, and at night securing 

their tent with rocks so it didn’t blow away. Needless to say it was also raining in Argentina. 

Not that it seemed to matter. They said it was a tremendous adventure all the same. What 

are these people on? After half an hour casting the fly rod I’m ready for a rest. 

Statement of fact: all the trout we have grilled so far were bought from a shop. Argentine 

trout are said to be difficult to catch. I agree. They know what we’re up to. We’ll keep trying.  

We are now well and truly in Patagonia – there is some confusion in the guide books as to 

where it actually starts. We claimed the Rio Colorado as the crossing point, did a silly jig and 

took a photo. The name Patagonia is said to come from the explorer Magellan, who stepped 

ashore, took one look at the feet of the Tehuelche and declared ‘Que patagon!’ (What big 

feet!), though as nobody seems to know what the gon in patagon means, or whether the 

Tehuelche really had big feet, it’s all a bit of a mystery. All we can say is that Magellan had 

been at sea for a very long time. I was only at sea for twenty-five days and was hallucinating 

horribly – (or was it the Becks?) 

After recently witnessing and hearing such feats of athleticism we leave Junin with great 

ideas of climbing the 3800 metre high Lunin volcano, a trek of at least two days, though 

when we get there it is covered in clouds, is a bit blustery, and requires crampons and ice 

axes to reach the summit, so we settle for a gentle three hour meander beside the lake 

instead. Since leaving Junin the mountains have become progressively greener and more 

alpine. The state of the weather is a shame because we are entering an incredibly dramatic 

part of the Andes, sort of like the Swiss Alps on steroids. The scenery here is big – the 

mountains, the lakes, the trees, the sky – it’s just an amazing place. We are also entering a 

very chic part of Argentina. I’m happy to say the rain fails to wash the gloss from San Martin 

de los Andes – this is Chamonix and Zermatt all rolled into one. From here we press on to 

Villa La Angostura, still high up there on the chic scale but a much quieter affair. For sure the 

houses fronting the Lake Nahuel Haupi are to drool over. Sadly the volcano that erupted in 

Chile last June coated much of this area in a thick coating of ash and the clean-up is still 

going on. The mountain tops are covered in it, as are many trees, and huge piles of the stuff 

has been bulldozed into heaps. Exploding volcanoes and earthquakes are par for the course 

here. Currently Puyhaue is chuffing away like an old steam train, so a new lot of ash is 

expected any day soon. On Sunday we lunch in a log cabin called Australis. They brew their 

own beer and served pizzas. After a couple of pints of their very good Indian Pale Ale, and a 



half pint of their stout (which tasted as if the volcanic ash had got into the vat), we manage 

to get three kilometres down the road, where we find an abandoned campsite overlooking 

the lake.  

In search of some exercise we took the boat from Angostura to the Parque de los Arrayanes 

and walked the twelve kilometres back to town. At first the movement was quite foreign to 

the system but we soon eased into it. We managed about six kilometres an hour. The 

arrayanes trees are unique to this area. These are the facts: they have no bark, are cold to 

the touch and live for 650 years. 

Here is an important observation: the downpour of rain in no way dampens an Argentinian’s 

enthusiasm for barbequing meat. I watch from my window as another hunk of beef is 

unfurled over the grill. Hooray for them!!   

When Che Guevara arrived in San Martin on his Norton motorcycle in January 1952 he 

described it as unattractive and miserable – how things have changed since then. On the 

road to Bariloche he suffered problems with the kick-start on his motorcycle, struggled to 

repair a puncture and shot his host’s dog (which he mistook for a puma). By contrast we 

have an uneventful drive round the lake, arriving in Bariloche with high expectations. I can’t 

escape the feeling that Bariloche has seen better days. It appears unloved, almost as if the 

hordes of tourists have left it dazed and battered. It has a bit of a reputation for drugs and 

people who trash your car, so we park ours on the main street, outside a newsagent where 

the owner drinks mate and explains that if we park there (on a white painted kerb) we will 

definitely not be towed away (as opposed to a yellow painted kerb). There is no mention of 

whether the druggies respect any of the kerbside colours, though we feel certain Mr Mate 

will keep an eye on things. Development has been allowed to get out of control in Bariloche 

and the vision of a Swiss/Bavarian-style retreat in Argentina is not much in evidence. There 

is a St Bernard called Duke lounging on the pavement, though even he appears a little jaded. 

It is famous for chocolate and we make a beeline for Mamushka – supposedly the best 

chocolate in town – for a quick fix.  

In the next couple of days we will be on the trail of a couple of old gunslingers. We’ll let you 

know how we get on.   

      

 

  


